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Abstract—We propose in this paper a global mechanism called KAA framework to handle trust in ambient networks. We assume that each device is equipped with a set of cryptographic tools in order to prove their successful past interactions with other devices. These interactions are stored in a database called History. Each entry of this History can be verified by a third party if this latter has yet interacted with both devices: this mechanism is built on Identity-Based Cryptosystems. The decision-making process relies on the following statement: when two stranger devices meet for the first time, they exchange their respective Histories. If it appears that they have a sufficient number of common trusted devices, they trust each other. In this paper, we also show how context awareness could be a strategic tool to adjust security policy via the use of an adapted trust metric. Privacy and anonymity are also discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, wireless communication is an important research field and the outcome of this research already started to impact real life: smart-phones, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and other highly communicating devices have ubiquitous capabilities. Embedding computation into the environment would enable people to move around and interact with other devices more naturally than they currently do. Large intelligent environments, be it an office, a building, or a town, are envisioned to offer services to users. For instance, provide services such as printing, opening doors, or guiding visitors within a campus. This, however, may mean many things, and indeed authors have used these terms in significantly different ways since computation and communication facilities can be spread in many manners.

1.1. Ambient networks

Ambient networks describe the concept of integrating computation into all surrounding communicated devices, a situation in which various devices are present and felt everywhere: each device can sense changes in their environment and thus can automatically adapt and act based on these changes and on user’s needs and preferences. Without fixed infrastructure, intelligent appliances like vending machines or printers are expected to offer wireless interfaces in order to provide (or request) services. Federations of appliances and devices such as PDAs are emerging, and thus pairing mechanisms, which enable the establishment of a secure link between two devices, become important. However, these communicating devices must have powerful enough capacity for supporting all the various cryptographic schemes necessary for these links. Finally, ambient networks must bring together several different research topics: context awareness (sensing and monitoring), social-organized networking, etc.

The large-scale deployment of ambient networks heavily depends on the assurance of essential security properties for users. Indeed, distributed appliances impact daily interactions that often involve assets of users and service providers. This evolution entails unforeseen threats and vulnerabilities, and thus protecting users in terms of security and privacy is becoming a major concern. Strong security - as usually attempted in wired network - can not be achieved in an environment where the active compromising of devices is a real threat. Moreover, due to the lack of infrastructure, there is no permanent global connectivity that means that during some interactions it is impossible to rely on remote trusted third parties such as certification authorities or revocation lists. In addition, mostly interactions occur among unknown parties, there is thus potentially a lack of a priori trust among parties. Overcoming these issues is done in general by the development of trust-based establishment protocols which are necessary to minimise the risk [1], [2]. So, mechanisms to build trust among parties have to be designed. This approach of course does not provide security in the traditional sense of ensuring protection of resources, rather its purpose is to mitigate the risks that are present in these interactions.

1.2. Trust

According to [3], trust management systems are classified into three categories: credential and policy-based trust management, reputation-based trust management, and social network-based trust management. This approach depends on the way trust relationships between devices are established and evaluated. In credential and policy-based trust management system [4], [5], [6], a device uses credential verification to establish a trust relationship with other devices. The concept of trust management is thus limited to verifying credentials and restricting access to resources according to application-defined policies: they aim to enable access control [7]. A resource-owner provides a requesting device access to a restricted resource only if it can verify the credentials of the requesting device either directly or through a web of trust [8]. This is useful by itself only for those applications that assume implicit trust in the resource owner. Since these policy-based
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access control trust mechanisms do not incorporate the need of the requesting peer to establish trust in the resource-owner, they by themselves do not provide a complete generic trust management solution for all decentralized applications. Reputation-based trust management systems on the other hand provide a mechanism by which a device requesting a resource may evaluate its trust in the reliability of the resource and the device providing the resource. Trust value assigned to a trust relationship is a function of the combination of the devices global reputation and the evaluating devices perception of that device. The third kind of trust management systems, in addition, utilize social relationships between devices when computing trust and reputation values. In particular, they analyze the social network which represents the relationships existing within a community and they form conclusions about devices reputations based on different aspects of the social network. Examples of such trust management systems include Regret [9], [10] that identifies groups using the social network, and NodeRanking [11] that identifies experts using the social network.

1.3. The KAA project

The Knowledge Authentication Ambient project (KAA1) mimics human society in order to propose trust management mechanisms for ambient networks. Our trust policy depends of the underlying social patterns [12], [13], [14]. We also avoid trust dissemination: each entity is viewed as an autonomous device and trust assessment is based only upon direct link between trustworthy devices. These devices may have no a priori relationship for establishing trust among them. This leads naturally to a decentralized approach that can tolerate partial information through there is an inherent piece of risk for all trusting entity. We also objects the idea of a recommendation mechanism, the trust is considered as a non transitive relation. Consequently, a device could not receive a recommendation for a device that it has never met before since there is no simple and local means to prove the semantics of such a recommendation.

The key concept of our framework relies on the notion of History of past interactions: all successful interactions are represented by cryptographically provable elements and stored in the History of participant devices. Then, two unknown devices could exchange some services if they share a sufficient number of common trustworthy devices: the trust level is thus evaluated by the number of common trusted devices. Our framework includes several security protocols ensuring the robustness of the model [15], [16], [17]. Verifying the identity of each device is realized by a particular trusted station: the imprinting station. The burden of the decision-making process, which is somehow complex and inductive in general, is also significantly reduced by the use of proved data since the decision is based on provable past behaviors.

Our approach is quite closely related to one discussed in [18], but it differs from several points: in the cited paper, the author proposed a human trust management model and framework in order to facilitate the construction of trust-aware mobile systems and applications. The proposal consists in the construction of a trust management model which involves trust formation, trust dissemination and trust evolution; such a construction is based upon a portfolio containing credentials of previous agents interactions.

Even if we are designing an automatic trust management system to be embedded in smart device, we are facing both technical and social challenges. For instance, in a family-like pattern, we can reasonably suppose that only a unique recent interaction with another device is sufficient to allow further interaction. On contrary, in a very big organization, this threshold should be higher in order to authorize various services.

This paper specifically addresses context awareness and privacy in ambient networking of the KAA framework. The trust model is described together with an overview of the cryptographic protocol and its security analysis. The trust function is also analyzed through simulations.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the KAA framework. Section 3 presents the cryptographic protocol carried by each device that permits the creation and verification of the trust links. Section 4 focus on the analysis of our proposition whereas section 5 treats the privacy of the KAA framework. Finally, we conclude in section 6.

2. THE KAA FRAMEWORK

Throughout the paper, the device which provides the service is called the trustee whereas the requesting device is denoted the trustor.

2.1. Social patterns

Exchange is a central and traditional object within the social sciences, notably in economics science where market exchange analyzes circulation of goods and services between agents (exchange is trust-regulated, that is to say mostly unknown individuals are implicated), thus in sociology and in anthropology where the key concept is social exchange, which gathers all kinds of non-economics exchange between individuals. Social patterns may be distinguish themselves on two strongly differentiating variables.

In one hand, the social distance that separates two individuals: this social distance can be loose in the case of a market or an organization (this is the reason why the contract - commercial or labor - is so important to support exchange between unknowns). Or, at the opposite, this distance can be strong as often in the case of the family (included friends, neighbors, and other kind of strong social bonds and where exchange is gift-regulated) and network (as a community of individuals that share something like a life experience, an interest in something, ...) where familiarity, real or virtual, allows individuals to exchange without contracts.

On the other hand, the degree of structure of the institution defines the degree of liberty of which the actors can dispose in order to exchange (notably the choice of the partner and the nature of exchanged things). This degree can be loose, as in a network or a market where individuals have all latitude to choose themselves and to exchange what they want to,
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or strong as in a family or an organization/institution where exchange is more constrained by formal hierarchies and rules.

- **Family**: a community with a strong social distance and a strong degree of structure.
- **Network**: a community with a strong social distance and a loose degree of structure.
- **Market**: a community with a loose social distance and a loose degree of structure.
- **Organization**: a community with a strong social distance and a loose degree of structure, as a company.

2.2. The proposed framework

The KAA framework only permits a local reputation mechanism, locally computed, which is based upon provable elements. The interactions could happen between devices of the same community or between devices from different communities. The computation of the reputation value of the device $A$ for the device $B$ could be performed using the following informations computed at two levels:

- **Direct** The device $A$ keeps the memory of past interactions between $A$ and $B$, using the semantics generated from the elements of History. This information could be proved by a third party who has already met $B$. We suppose that any element is marked by a time stamp or the trust link is definitely acquired. An element will only indicate the quality of the sequence and the number of past interactions with a single device (‘trustor proof’, ‘reciprocal proof’ or both in case of an exchange). This quality could not be transmitted because it is not provable. All elements are cryptographically proved. So a device $A$ that is convinced by those elements could derived a reputation value for the device $B$.

- **Indirect** When $A$ interacts with a new device $C$, they exchange whole or parts of their Histories. If they have $B$ as a common device, $A$ could receive from $C$ the semantics of the past interactions between $B$ and $C$ (‘trustor proof’, ‘reciprocal proof’ or the both). The device $A$ could take into account those values to update its own reputation value for $B$. Of course, there is no information about the quantity of previous interactions that $C$ has built with $B$. This bonus of reputation could be taken into account only once for each correspondent other than $B$ and that presents $B$ in its own History.

We could then notice that the trust indirect policy does not violate the fundamental principles of the KAA framework: we only use trust values that have been cryptographically proved. It is impossible to create by its own an entry in the History for a particular device never met before. Moreover, this reputation model is an incitation to be reciprocal and let a proof of good behavior in the History of previously met devices. Thus, the devices could hope to have a good reputation for a lots of devices.

History-Based Trust management has been yet studied in the past. In [19] such a trust management is presented but it is dedicated to a group signature and using trusty environment to generate elements of History. History-Based Trust management may be regarded as a consisting alternative proposal to a pairing model requiring frequently intervention of users. Pairing model is primarily relevant in the case of long term association between devices. For example, this approach is deployed in the built-in security mechanism of the Bluetooth chip. In this mechanism, the same identification information (a PIN code for example) has to be physically entered on each device. After the generation of a symmetric link key, devices are able to authenticate each other and to encrypt communication. The share PIN is the weakness of the model since it is prone to simple off-line attack [20]. In [21], a complete trust management framework is also proposed although it is only applied to a strongly closed environment where trust is a boolean value: the principle relies on removal or banishment of devices.

2.3. Trust parameters

For sake of simplicity, we consider a unique community which is characterized by its size $n$. The community dynamics depends on the interaction rate of each individual device, i.e. the average number of interactions by unit of time. We denote $H_{\text{max}}$ the maximal size of a History which is considered as the same for all devices and $BL_{\text{max}}$ the maximal size of a blacklist which is also considered as the same for all devices. Each device (for example $A$) stores its trusted devices in its History ($H_A$) and reciprocally, it stores untrustworthy devices in its blacklist ($BL_A$). Hence, for a trusted device $B$ there is a corresponding element $h_A(B)$ in the History $H_A$ of $A$. Moreover, each element is tagged with two fields: the first one, denoted by $I_A(B)$, represents the intensity of the relation with $B$, the second, denoted by $U_A(B)$, represents the utility of $B$, i.e. the usefulness of the device $B$ with respect to the device $A$. This last notion is related to the number of times this element contributes in the computation of common elements.

In a more general framework, with different communities, our trust policy could be different according to either an interaction takes place with a member of its community or not. Thus, we have to take into account the community parameter $C(A, B)$.

More deeply, the internal structure of a community could also modify our trust policy: for instance, through the social degree of the community, initial trust may be total: each device is valid and active in the community (for example for objects belonging to a same family). On the contrary, the initial trust may be partial or even non-existent if the social degree of these communities is loose (for example for objects belonging to members of a national sporting federation with several thousand of members). In this case, the weight given to the community parameter could not be anymore the same and the behavior of a mobile in such a community depends essentially of its own experiences through its History.

To sum up, a device $A$ evaluates the trustworthiness in a device $B$ using only local information: its History $H_A$, the intensity $I_A(B)$ of its relation with $B$, its own blacklist $BL_A$ and the History $H_B$ transmitted by $B$. With the help of cryptographic algorithms (see section 3), device $A$ can check the validity of any element of History in $H_B$ as soon as it has the knowledge of the public identity of the involved devices.
As explained later, the verification is restricted to $H_A \cap H_B$ which corresponds to the known common devices between $A$ and $B$. Conserving an element of History relating $A$ and $B$ means device $A$ recommends device $B$ but contrary to a classical recommendation framework, this assumption can be verified.

2.4. The lifespan of elements of History

In an environment where exists neither a central regulating entity nor authorizing accreditations or the revocation of objects, a fair assumption is let’s make the time: the data elements are automatically revoked after their lifespans expire [22]. A temporal semantics can easily be added to an element of History if both parties agree on a creation/expiration date. This information is simply concatenated with existent data before the signature. Nevertheless, nothing guarantees that the both entities will choose correct values for this information: the reality may be different (dishonest devices or simply malfunction). But there is no real benefit to cheat on these values. Indeed, each entity may filter a received element of History according to its local trust policy: an element can be rejected if its creation date is too old, its validity period is considered to be abnormally long although being still valid or if its lifespan is of course expired. No information having an infinite lifespan in the system is guaranteed by this timestamp.

2.5. Trust policy

Another aim of the KAA framework is to build a global structure which includes many systems rather than a specific one. With the help of the two basic mechanisms - namely Common History Extraction (see section 3) and local reputation - one may build a wide range of trust policy. Let us sum up first all parameters that can be adapted. Adaptation can be static, depending of the social pattern of the user’s smart device is belonging to or dynamic depending of the context of use.

Obviously, the trust establishment policies and how the system behave are to be considered at the same time while taking into account the issue of risk assessment. Indeed, according to the number of common devices and the nature of these elements in the respective Histories, the fulfillment of a service might be conditioned by a certain number of criteria. For example, it is less risky to share its bandwidth with other devices than offering a read (or write) access to confidential files. In order to have a coherent model, the various issues involving in risk assessment must be studied.

The main parameter is the size of the History that a device requires in order to accept any interaction. Note that, there exists an asymmetry in interaction and the size of the common knowledge required to be receiver or to be provider not needs to be the same. Also the fact that the corresponding device belongs or does not belong to the same community (security domain) may also have an impact on that. For intra-domain relationship, the required size of the common History is clearly related to the size of the community.

2.6. Probabilistic analysis

We have computed in [17] the probability that two randomly picken devices have enough common elements in their respective Histories to automatically trust each other. This approach is closely related to the birthday paradox. We observe that for a given group of size $n$, a History of size $k \sim n/\ln(n)$ and a threshold of common knowledges $p \sim \sqrt{n/\ln(n)}$, then the probability of automatically create a trust link is greater than $50\%$. For instance, if $n = 100$, $k = 22$ and $p = 5$, this probability is about $56,6\%$ (for the same parameters and $p = 3$, this probability reaches $92\%$). We see that the size $k$ of the History is reasonable and could be easily carried by each device and the number of verifications to perform given by the $p$ value is also not too excessive.

2.7. Eviction policy of elements of the History

We have also simulated in [17] an ambient network with power law distribution and uniform random distribution to describe the interaction between each device. Our analysis shows that the Least Frequently Used (LFU) policy mode was more efficient to preserve the cohesion of regular interacting devices than the First In, First Out (FIFO) policy. This result is what expected since the FIFO policy does not take into account the importance of the elements of History. On the contrary, if we only keep the most active and useful elements, the chances to find them in other Histories increases. The threshold can be fixed at 3 or 4 for communities with about 100 or 120 devices. Beyond, the protocol would require too many user interventions to be viable.

3. The Common History Extraction Protocol

In the KAA framework, the Common History Extraction protocol forms the core of the system and it is based on cryptographic methods. Although, the detailed cryptographic aspects are beyond the scope of this paper, we give here a brief description of the general scheme.

3.1. The CHE Protocol

A device in the KAA framework is equipped at least with a cryptographic package what will make it compatible de facto with any other entity of our model, i.e. other objects which implicitly accept the model. When an object received this package and the initial parameters, it can then initiate sessions of communication by the means of the CHE protocol (detailed in [16]). If a session is accepted, the two involved devices estimate, considering their security policies, that they can trust each other during this interaction.

Starting from an empty History, a device records all the successful interactions made with other devices in order to support the future spontaneous interactions. To prove the past interactions, it creates with each met device an element of History related to their respective identities and signed by the two parts. Before any interactions, devices must build a trust germ, by counting the number of common devices they have in their History, or by manually forcing the relation: this is the bootstrap phase of our model. If the number of common
interactions is sufficient (greater than a threshold \( p \) which is a function of the size \( n \) of the community and the maximum size \( H_{\text{max}} \) of the History), they can then interact.

Each device receives an initial trust germ from its imprinting station. It is composed by the following information: an identifier \( ID_u \) chosen by the device owner (eMail address or IP address or just a simple name or pseudonym) supposed to be unique within the security domain built by this imprinting station, an identity which is obtained from this identifier by concatenating it with a date \( d \) and a lifespan \( T \) \((ID = ID_u||d||T)\), a first pair of private/public key \((S_{ID}, Q_{ID})\) for cipher operations, a second pair of keys \((S_{ID}^{S}, Q_{ID}^{S})\) for the signature and a set representing all the public parameters of the elliptic curves required along computations:

\[
\Omega := (\mathbb{F}_p, a, b, P, h, G_1, G_2, e, H_1, H_2, H_1', H_2'; P_{\text{pub,}\Omega})
\]

where: \( a \) and \( b \) are the parameters of a particular elliptic curve \( y^2 = x^3 + ax + b \) on \( \mathbb{F}_p \); \( P \), a particular point of this curve of prime order \( q \); \( h \), the cofactor defined as \( h = \#E(\mathbb{F}_p)/q \); \( G_1 \), is a first additive cyclic group of prime order \( q \) built using the \( P \) point; \( G_2 \), a multiplicative cyclic group of the same order; \( e \), a bi-linear pairing from \( G_1 \times G_1 \) to \( G_2' \); \( H_1 : \{0, 1\}^* \rightarrow G_1^* \) and \( H_2 : G_2 \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^* \), two map-to-point hash functions required for the Boneh-Franklin’s Identity Based Encryption (BF-IBE) (see [23] for more details); and \( H_1' : \{0, 1\}^* \times G_1 \rightarrow G_1^* \) and \( H_2' : \{0, 1\}^* \times G_1 \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_q \), two hash functions required for the Chen-Zhang-Kim IBS signature scheme (CZK-IBS) (see [24] for more details). Notice that the device public keys are directly derived from their identities due to the use of Identity-Based cryptosystems.

Another important point is that each smart device shares the same following cryptographic algorithms and protocols downloaded from the imprinting station: a fingerprint algorithm, a signature algorithm, a zero-knowledge protocol, a protocol to construct secure channel and the public parameters.

\( \Omega \) - values are the domain identifier values provided to each device imprinted by the same imprinting station. Every imprinting station possesses the same \( \Omega \) - values except \( P_{\text{pub,}\Omega} = sP \) varying along the parameter \( s \), the master key of a station. This value depends on each station and must be absolutely kept secret by it. None of these imprinting stations is supposed to be certified by any authority. Moreover, an independent mobile imprinting itself may be its own standalone security domain. The only values that each smart device has to keep secret is \( S_{ID} \) and \( S_{ID}^{S} \) as usually in cryptosystems.

Notice that if a first identity is \( ID_1 = (ID_u||d_1||T_1) \) where \( ID_u \) represents the name or a pseudonym, \( d_1 \) a date and \( T_1 \) a lifespan, this identity allows to generate the first corresponding key pairs. Then, the updated identity \( ID_2 \) is equal to \( ID_2 = (ID_u||d_2||T_2||MAC(\{ID_u||d_2||T_2\}, P_{\text{pub,}\Omega})) \) where \( d_2 \) represents a second date, \( T_2 \) another lifespan and \( MAC \) is a MAC algorithm. And so on, the next identities are created using the same operations, generating a MAC chain.

Once the initialization phase is done, a device may interact with other devices without any contacts with its imprinting station. This forms a second phase in the protocol.

The first step of our protocol supposes that both entities Alice and Bob have already interacted at least once and have built a trust bond: this is a message \( m \) signed by Bob that Alice publishes in the public part of her History \((m, sign_B(m))\) while Bob publishes \((m, sign_A(m))\) in its own History. This bond could be created by forcing by the hand the beginning interaction as in a Bluetooth like system if the number of common elements of their history were insufficient. This forms the bootstrap phase. Let us note that if Alice and Bob have already met and if this new interaction is successful, they just have to modify the respective values of the intensity and to rebuild a new history element to replace the old one because it contains a timestamp. Suppose now that in the same way Bob and Charlie have built a secure channel to exchange a common message of mutual trust \( m' \).

\[
\text{Params:}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
A & \quad \text{creation of a secure channel (IBE Scheme)} & B & \quad \text{create a message } m = \text{"ID}_A \text{ and } \text{ID}_B \text{ trust one to each other"} \\
A & \quad \text{A signs } m \text{ with IBS} & B & \quad \text{B signs } m \text{ with IBS} \\
A & \quad \text{B signs } m \text{ with IBS} & C & \quad \text{create a message } m' = \text{"ID}_B \text{ and } \text{ID}_C \text{ trust one to each other"} \\
B & \quad \text{B signs } m' \text{ with IBS} & C & \quad \text{C signs } m' \text{ with IBS}
\end{align*}
\]

When Alice meets Charlie and one to each other want to prove that they have respectively met before Bob, they exchange a public part of their histories and Charlie, first, proves to Alice that Bob trusts him using the message \( m' \).

\[
\begin{align*}
A & \quad \text{did you meet Bob before ?} & C & \quad \text{verifies } m' \\
A & \quad (m', sign_B(m')) & C & \quad 
\end{align*}
\]

The second step of our protocol describes a trust bond establishment using the contents of History between two devices (here Alice and Charlie) that have never met. Thus, when Alice meets Charlie for the first time, they exchange the concatenation of all the public keys \( Q_{ID} \) contained in their history. Once this first exchange carried out, Alice and Charlie realize that they have both met before Bob and want to mutually prove this common meeting. Charlie, first, proves to Alice that Bob trusts him using the message \( m' \). Alice could verify the contents of \( m' \) because she knows Bob’s public keys.
from her own previous meeting. The same process is repeated for Alice.

This protocol guarantees the traditional cryptographic properties: authenticity (as Charlie knows the Bob’s public key, he could authenticate his signature), integrity is guaranteed by the hash function used in the identity based signature scheme as in the classical case of a certificate, confidentiality is guaranteed by the secure channel. The secure channel built at the beginning of the exchange in the first step also prevents a man in the middle attack: the reciprocal authentication between Alice and Bob is done by their own trust link and the secret is only known by the concerned devices and has been carefully exchanged using a public key cipher method based on identity based encryption.

3.2. The generation mechanism for the elements of History

The first step consists of deciding at which moment the generation of an element of History will begin. Of course, this generation could not happen before the exchange of services due to the fact that a cheater device could build a History without providing services and in this case, the model would not be anymore a trust framework. So, the generation of the elements of History must be performed after the service realization. In this part, we do not integrate any semantics for all possible services. We just consider here a successful interaction where the service is really provided.

It seems logical that the device that first gives an element of History is the device that receives the service from another. Thus, a terminal with a rich History could interact more easily with others.

Then, our algorithm could be written as follows:

- **First step (1):** suppose that the device A (the receiver) asks the device B (the provider) for a particular service.
- **Second step (2):** The device B could provide the service to the device A. In this case, the message formed to be signed by the two parties in presence will be m = B provided a service to A. In the case where the service is not furnished by B, the algorithm stops here. We call this property \(sp_A(B)\) = ‘service property’.
- **Third step (3):** The device A could enrich the History of B by signing and sending to B the message m. In this case, we say that A is a trustor and we call this property \(tp_B(A)\) = ‘trustor property’. If the device A does not provide the element of History, the algorithm stops due to the ‘non trustor property’.
- **Fourth step (4):** The device B has previously received from the device A the \(tp_B(A)\) and it could be reciprocal: it could provide to the device A an element of History signing and sending the message m. We call this property \(rp_A(B)\) = ‘reciprocal property’. Of course, the device B is not obliged to provide this element and could verify the ‘non reciprocal property’.

This algorithm is illustrated on the following figure:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A asks B for a service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A provides the service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A signs m=B provided a service to A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>B signs m=B provided a service to A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In step (3), B keeps \(sign_A(m)\) while A keeps \(sign_B(m)\) in step (4).

3.3. Trust function

We discuss here the KAA trust function. Suppose that A and B are two devices belonging or not to the same security domain or community. The main parameter of the KAA trust function is the threshold \(p\) (a positive number) of common elements of History.

First of all, let us introduce the direct trust function:

\[
d(A, B) = \alpha |H_A \cap H_B| + (\alpha - 1)|BL_A \cap H_B|
\]

where \(\alpha\) varies in the interval \([0, 1]\). This coefficient indicates the weight of the number of common elements \(|H_A \cap H_B|\) with regard to the number of untrustworthy devices of A that B considers trustful. The direct trust function obviously admits negative values due to the term \((\alpha - 1)|BL_A \cap H_B|\), otherwise we consider that if it exceeds the threshold \(p\), then the direct trust level \(T(A, B)\) will equal to one, otherwise it will equal to 0.

The KAA trust function is context-dependent, so we need to combine the direct trust value with other values given by the context of the interaction, limited here to the intensity of the relation between the two involved devices and to the community parameter. The device B compute the global trust function regarding the device A by using the formula:

\[
TF_A(B) = \frac{\beta_A T(A, B) + \gamma_A I_{\text{max}}(A) + \delta_A C(A, B)}{\beta_A + \gamma_A + \delta_A}
\]

with \(T(A, B) = 1\) if \(d(A, B) \geq p\), 0 otherwise and with \(C(A, B) = 1\) if \(\Omega_A = \Omega_B\), 0 otherwise; where \(\beta_A\), \(\gamma_A\) and \(\delta_A\) are three parameters that belong to \([0, 1]\); and where \(I_{\text{max}}(A)\) represents the maximal intensity admitted by A. Then, the KAA trust function gives a trust notation that belongs to \([0, 1]\]. According this value and the trust threshold \(I_{\text{ID}}\) defined by each device, the involved devices could decide to interact or not.

\(\beta\), \(\gamma\) and \(\delta\) are coefficients which represent the weights of each parameter we want to take into account. They depend on the trust policy of each device. For example, a device will prefer, if it has never met a device \(C\) (then, the corresponding \(I_{\text{ID}}(C)\) value is equal to 0), to take into account the number of encountered devices represented by the \(\beta\) coefficient than the community one (for instance, they belong to the same tennis club). The \(\delta\) coefficient represents the degree of structure of a community and will depend on the type of the community.
4. Analysis of the KAA Framework

4.1. Semantics

Semantics attached to an element of history plays a crucial role in the KAA framework since all interactions are stored in the History and thus, this latter gives easily precious information on the previous behavior of a device: it permits to derive richer and more accurate information than if we only consider the cross-checking of Histories. By the way, it is possible to pre-establish a level of trust based not only on the quantity of interactions, but also on its quality.

Semantics brings a specific role for each device and permits to take into account the human reciprocal behavior, as described in experimental economic games or in peer-to-peer networks. For instance, the element of History received by a device could contain the following semantics:

- $B$ provided a service to $A$: $sp_A(B)$ property.
- $A$ was a trustee for $B$: $tp_B(A)$ property.

The element of History received by $A$ could contain the following semantics:

- $B$ provided a service to $A$: $sp_A(B)$ property.
- $B$ was a trustee for $A$: $tp_A(B)$ property.
- $B$ was reciprocal for $A$: $rp_A(B)$ property.

In our framework, each device is incited to be a trust(or)/(ee) since this is the only way to enrich its own History. This capacity of course do not exclude the free rider behavior. As well, $B$ has not a real advantage to be reciprocal except if it takes into account the general enrichment of the network and of its personal reputation with other devices.

When two devices enter in an interactive session, they inverse the two roles during the session and at the end, each one possesses an element of History. A trustor proof is an element of History constructed by the first statement and a reciprocal proof, by the second. All these properties are hardened by the identity-based cryptosystemes used in our framework. This cryptographic protocol also guarantees that the elements of History could only be used by the device that conceives it. Each device is not obliged to provide the element $tp_B(A)$. The same remark holds for the element $rp_A(B)$.

The use of a blacklist process is highly desirable to maintain malevolent devices under control. In an ambient network, the only reasonable possibility to sanction these devices is to add them in a blacklist whenever what they did not respect a chart of good behavior. We suppose that a blacklist operation will only take place after a threshold of non trusted interactions.

In a risk evaluation approach, it can appear logical to penalize the devices which present recommendation coming from devices which are blacklisted. The disadvantage of a weak blacklist policy is to prohibit some interactions with honest devices only because some elements of their history have been locally blacklisted. There is thus a balance to find between a very strict policy which will have a very negative impact on the whole of the community and too permissive policy which will imply engage a too important risk.

Since the KAA framework supposes that there is no recommendation model, then no central authority could act for any sanction. The only sanction that a device could undertake if it is not satisfied by a device (the non $sp$, non $tp$ or non $rp$ properties) is to blacklist it. This sanction implies that the untrustworthy device will not anymore interact with the deceived device.

4.2. Security requirements

The following traditional cryptographic properties are guaranteed by our protocol: an offline authentication (users performs each other a weak authentication using the IBE scheme and as Charlie knows the Bob’s public keys, he could authenticate his signature), integrity is guaranteed by the hash function used in the IBS scheme as in the classical case of a certificate, confidentiality is guaranteed by the use of the cryptographic IDs. Those IDs also permit to guarantee that the first phase of our protocol was correctly done. The secure channel built at the beginning of the exchange in the first phase also prevents a man-in-the-middle attack.

4.3. Security analysis

In the KAA framework, an intermediate malicious or corrupted device should not be able to destroy a complete chain of trusted relations since the trust establishment is not transitive, contrary to any PGP-like trust establishment framework. Our protocol CHE prevents any subgroup of devices from easily destroying a particular device reputation since each element of History is cryptographically proved and thus, cannot be used by another party. A trust notation or reputation principles as proposed for example in [25] may be also added to the global architecture.

Suppose now that an attacker has stolen the identity and the History of a device, but he was unable to steal the secret key: he does not know the secret $S_{ID}$ provided by the imprinting station otherwise he could create all desired clone of this device. So, even if this attacker knows all the content of the History, he could never prove by a zero-knowledge mechanism that it is the real device.

4.4. Classical attacks

As mentioned in [16] and due to the use of the IBE-scheme, the well known key escrow drawback is inherently present in our protocol. We then suppose that all the imprinting stations must be trusted entities. Otherwise, they can read and send messages instead of devices. However, the signature scheme used here prevents such an attack from happening because the signature key pair generated is unknown from the imprinting station.

Our trust management framework is a cross-domain protocol: two devices, not belonging to the same domain (or to the same imprinting station) could nevertheless interact by comparing the contents of their respective Histories once they exchange the public key of their security domains (we suppose here that all the other parameters are the same). Our protocol also guarantees the non-transferability of the History because only the knowledge of the secret keys allows to use the content of the History (the secure channel initially built prevents the use of the elements of History). Then, stolen identities or pseudonyms or histories could not be useful.
4.5. Sybil-like attacks

A user could utilize our protocol to forge several identities or pseudonyms from the same or different imprinting stations and then uses them in a Sybil-like attack. However, in our framework a unique identity or pseudonym could only be linked with a particular History.

For example, suppose that an attacker (Eve) wants to attack another device (Alice), then she creates first several pseudonyms $ID_1, \ldots, ID_n$. Alice asks her a particular service, they realize that they have enough common elements of History to interact. Suppose now that Eve does not provide the corresponding service to Alice with her $ID_1$ pseudonym, Alice then decides to blacklist the $ID_1$ Eve’s pseudonym. So, Eve must use another pseudonym, $ID_2$ for example, if she wants to interact and attack Alice again. To manage this operation, she must build another time a sufficient number of elements of History common with Alice. Even if, she knows the pseudonyms of devices to meet again with her second pseudonym, she must play an active and positive role inside the ring of Alice’s trusted devices. So, this attack consisting to employ several pseudonyms is very expensive and requires a hard social engineering.

4.6. Clone attacks

As mentioned in [16], one major attack against our model is the clone attack in which Alice clones her identity among several other terminals. Those clones have exactly the same keys and thus could build a very large History if they gathering all their recorded elements: the resulting History could interact more easily than the others.

However, Alice cloned devices should be carried by different persons visiting different places in order to have different Histories. This fact thwarts the risk since it is a social engineering attack which is difficult to conduct as well as difficult to surround by cryptographic methods.

5. Privacy and anonymity in the KAA framework context

Defining an access control model taking into account the lack of trust and communication infrastructure, and the requirements for privacy and context awareness is a challenging task. To decide whether an entity can be authorized to access a service, it is necessary to rely on trust relationships. When no trust is defined, this means establishing trust based on observation, recommendation, or reputation mechanisms. The fact that the communication media is not reliable disables access control based on trusted third parties and promotes the use of the KAA framework.

Privacy, in terms of anonymity of the credential holder and linkability of the elements of History lead to contradictual and hard constraints. For instance the location of a device at a given time and what it did.

5.1. Context awareness

In an ambient network the context refers to any information on the local environment: time, number and presence of other devices, etc. A solution for monitoring the context and subsequently using this measure as a proof would be useful. However, only results signed by a trusted device could be seen as proof, and, even in this case, it is easy to tamper with context. Due to this fact and that all contextual information can be manipulated by an attacker, only self-evaluation is taking into account by each device in our framework. However, the intersection of History is not always sufficient for spontaneous interaction. The objective of introducing a context awareness evaluation for the device is to detect as quick as possible in which environment this device is really embedded.

The introduction of such an evaluation is quite simple in our framework. Each device can carry out easily a passive listening of the elements of the Histories exchanged by two other devices in its radio range. Then, it can compute the cardinality of common trusted devices it shares with these both devices. By this possibility to regularly sense its environment, the device can evaluate the social situation in which it evolves. If the cardinality of intersected Histories is always high, the device could consider that it acts in a well known environment and may adapt its security policy to this context.

The use of the CHE protocol confers two major advantages. First of all, context awareness evaluation is based upon provable data. Secondly, with only some few interceptions of communication, devices obtain a large list of elements of History. This latter point is important to reduce the cost of such a listening. The context awareness could detect any change in the environment. For instance, it is valuable to detect any gap in the ratio of known trusted devices over unknown ones. Known trusted devices mean here those stored in the respective Histories. This ratio may be sufficiently accurate with few sampling communications. This point can be proved analytically by using a method similar to the birthday paradox.

5.2. Privacy

Privacy is defined as the right of an individual to be secure from unauthorized disclosure of information about oneself. Different services are associated with privacy: anonymity, pseudonymity,unlinkability, and unobservability.

Privacy is a major concern in the KAA framework since applications designed to work in ambient networks do not reduce the privacy of users: public interaction between all devices can be automatically logged in order to make a profile of the owner. The gathering and combination of this data is an important threat against privacy that can lead to targeted attack. Moreover, real-time location of these devices can also be achieved thanks to their unique identity during some period. The future development of ambient networks will affect more and more daily interactions and thus if no privacy protection is provided, it will be possible to log any interaction. Indeed, wireless communicating mobile devices could feed huge databases logging daily interactions of users and enable to accurately profile users leading to violation of their privacy. At the application layer, the attributes that are revealed have to be carefully chosen in order to avoid traceability based on the attributes. It is obvious that identity certificates enable traceability of holders even when the elements of History is
unlinkable. Statistical disclosure control aims at controlling what information can be revealed without threatening users' privacy.

Our architecture for protecting the untraceability of users in such a context relies on pseudonymous data (see next subsection). After the access control phase, privacy at network level is required in order to prevent tracing of user behavior based on the monitoring of network traffic. Unlikely, the elements of History delivered in the exchange phase can be traced, though they serve to sense the context (see subsection 5.1). Indeed, private user data (e.g. his own identity) can be directly exposed through our trust protocol since the mechanism is based on identification and authentication.

5.3. Anonymity

The CHE protocol is based on identity and this point could constitute a risk against the preservation of privacy and anonymity. Anonymous data is non-personal data which, by itself, has no intrinsic link to an individual user. For example, hair color or height (in the absence of other correlating information) does not identify a user. Similarly, system information such as hardware configuration (e.g., CPU and memory size) is anonymous when it is not tied to an individual. Data can also lose its anonymity as the volume of data collected increases. The more information that is known, the greater the chance a link to an individual can be made, especially in situations where there is a small population of possible candidates. Privacy and anonymity are important to avoid that all daily interactions of users be logged. However, privacy (as well as security) always has a cost in terms of communication and delays, computational power, memory, etc. Moreover, even with unlinkable data, it is necessary that the communication channels protect the privacy and that the application carefully controls the disclosure of attributes.

Obviously, at first sight the CHE protocol does not deal with anonymous data since a device identity could be related to its owner. Personally identifiable information means any information that identifies or can be used to identify, contact, or locate the person to whom such information pertains, or from which identification or contact information of an individual person can be derived. It includes, but is not limited to: name, address, phone number, fax number, email address, financial profiles, medical profile, social security number, and credit card information. If a unique identifier is introduced that ties the data to an individual, the data is no longer anonymous. Each device should use pseudonymous data as identity since such data is unique information that by itself does not identify a specific person (e.g., unique identifiers, biometric information, and usage profiles that are not tied to an individual), but could be associated with an individual. Once this data is associated with an individual it must be treated as personal information. Until that time, it may be treated as anonymous. When it is necessary to store sensitive personally identifiable information on the user’s device, the user must provide consent, and the data should be stored only for the shortest amount of time necessary to achieve the specific communication purpose. This data must be stored with the appropriate safeguards and mechanisms to prevent unauthorized access.

A user could preserve its anonymity because he is free to choose his own pseudonyms according to the context and he may have several pseudonyms transmitted by different imprinting stations. Those pseudonyms are certified through the use of identity-based cryptosystems schemes and are necessary to preserve the real identity of their owner, even if his meetings when he acts in the network are known with other peers with pseudonyms. Moreover, each pseudonym defines its own History and all the pseudonyms are certified, thus tackling the well-known Sybil attack. Our model also guarantees the non-repudiation: each user is preventing from denying previous meetings or actions. Revocation is also possible using the timestamp linked with an element of History and thus included in the key pairs (as previously described in 3).

6. Conclusion

We have proposed a distributed framework that produces trust establishment based on direct proved experience. Our cross-domain scheme supports a weak authentication process, user anonymity and resists to various attacks, especially the Sybil-like attack. We have designed a trust notation that takes into account local blacklist process and context awareness. Finally, this framework is suitable for large communities and the bootstrap phase is not an obstacle. Malicious behaviors of some peers are prevented by the use of a blacklist process which protects trusted devices. As part of a future work, we will investigate the dynamics of our model behavior for different social cases.
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